
Name of the company Web site Sector of the company Company profile (max 700-800 caracter)
Have you got any plan, or project in the present/future in this 
region? Please describe what kind of companies are you looking for in Moldova

Name of the participant 1 
(Firstname,SURNAME) Position of the participant 1

Name of the participant 2 
(Firstname,SURNAME)

Position of the 
participant 2

I agree that our company contact 
information (name, e-mail address, 
telephone number) the HEPA NZrt. 
share with the Moldovan co-organizer 
and companies mediated by a 
provided by for direct contact.

Any comments you 
would like to share 
with us

1 Archenerg Klaszter www.archenerg.eu
Environment and renewable 
energies

Archenerg Cluster is a special organization of several companies of more sectors. Main area of the Cluster is the renewable energy and 
environmental issue's. The Cluster has more than 80 members, they can realize projects at the area of the solar - wind-geotermical energy, 
biomass and other sectors of the environmental economy, reaserches together with several uniiversities, governmental institutions of more 
countries, Smart cities solution, etc. Not yet. 

With companies, governmental institutions which are interested in common 
projects. We would like to contact universitites, reaserches institutions to develop 
common innovations and agriculture companies, which are interested in the 
Arundo - project for bioenergy. 

Sarolta LAKATOS PÁLNÉ DR 
NEMES

Vice President of the 
Archenerg Cluster I agree No

2 Babolna Tetra Kft www.babolnatetra.com Agricultural and food industry
It has a 50-year history of poultry farming. One of four hybrids breeding companies in the world. Currently, the Tetra hybrids in Bábolna are 
reaching 60 countries worldwide. In Moldova, for example, it serves about 70% of the hybrid hen market.

We would like to continue to be the market leader in the 
hybrid hen market. Egg producing enterprises György BÚZA Majority owner I agree

3 BONT-TOR Construction Company www.bonttor.business.site Construction and engineering

BONT-TOR Construction Company provides safe and timely demolition and excavation work to every client, utilizing state of the art 
equipment and superior work practices. Our experience includes the demolition of heavy industrial buildings, large commercial structures, 
stadiums, factories, towers and residential properties. Our services include total structural demolition, interior demolition, partial demolition, 
tank removal, and the removal and disposal of special and hazardous waste. We also provide a full range of environmental services including 
asbestos, underground storage tank removal, soil and biological waste remediation. Our sub-contract partners own all of the equipment such 
as cranes, loaders, excavators, hydraulic breakers, trucks, compressors and hand tools necessary to perform any type of demolition and 
excavation work. 

We are interested in recycling industrial materials such as 
concrete, asphalt, construction waste, car tires and glass 
waste.

Construction companies in the special field of mining, recycling, earth and 
roadworks and demolition projects. Peter KOZMA CEO Gabor SZUCS Technical director I agree

4 Budapest Chamber of Commerce and Industry www.bkik.hu Other

The Budapest Chamber of Commerce and Industry is a local organization of businesses and companies in Budapest with the intention to 
develop and further the interests of local companies and businesses in Hungary. Many businesses are international operating companies 
with offices in Hungary.

Municipal infrastructure, building inter-chamber relations, 
trade development Municipal infrastructure, building inter-chamber relations, trade development Miklós BORNEMISZA

Vice president of the 
International Cabinet of the 
BCCI Gábor BARTOS Vice president of the BCCI I agree

5 Central Europe Trust www.cet.co.uk Other

Central Europe Trust (CET) was founded in 1989 by former Chancellor Lord Lawson, who led the UK’s ₤80b privatization programme, along 
with a management consultant from Booz Allen Hamilton and an investment banker from JP Morgan, SG Warburg and Rothschild. All three 
co-founders are of Central East European (CEE) descent. CET is based in London, present throughout CEE and a member of New York-based 
Clairfield, a global network of independent advisory firms. CET has served 500+ clients in: Management Consulting: 1,000+ engagements: 
market entry into CEE (analysis, partner search, sales channel/business development, operational/financial optimization, restructuring) 
Financial Advisory: 175+ merger, acquisition, sale, franchise, JV, greenfield, corporate & project finance deals Private Equity: 7 funds, 80+ 
investments, $650m ($815m+ including co-investment) with partners: EU, EBRD, AIG, Framlington (now AXA), Charterhouse, Credit 
Commercial de France (HSBC), Bank Zachodni (Santander) and Jupiter (Commerzbank) 

CET has carried out more than 200 management consulting 
engagements, advised on 50 corporate/project finance and 
merger & acquisition transactions and made more than 10 
private equity investments in Southeast Europe (Romania, 
Bulgaria and former Yugolslavia) and Eastern Europe (Russia, 
Ukraine and Belarus) and is actively seeking new 
opportunities.

• CET can assist Moldovian firms entering Hungary/CEE and Hungarian/CEE firms 
expanding to Moldova • CET can advise Moldovian or Hungarian firms on 
transactions in or relating to CEE, including mergers & acquisitions, sales, joint 
ventures, franchising/licensing arrangements, corporate/project finance • CET 
seeks Moldovian or Hungarian firms/projects requiring €1-300m+ of equity/credit 
in all sectors, including but not limited to consumer/agriculture, financial services, 
manufacturing/engineering, IT/communications, healthcare/pharma, asset 
finance, real estate, infrastructure (transport, energy, social) David KERESZTES Principal

6 Digitális Jólét Nonprofit Kft. www.djnkft.hu ICT In late 2015, the Hungarian Government created the Digital Success Programme—based on the results of the national consultation on digital developments, InternetKon—which affects the entire Hungarian digital ecosystem. The aim of the Programme is to involve every citizen and business in Hungary and to collectively benefit from digital transformation. Within the framework of the Program, the Digital Export Development Strategy was developed, alongside numerous other strategies, to improve the export conditions of IT businesses. The Government defined the main objective of the strategy as the intensive increase in the export of high value-added digital solutions. x Szilvia Kővári foreign affairs expert I agree

7 Envihorizont LLC&Envirosan DC www.envizont.eu
Environment and renewable 
energies

Since 1996 the associated SMEs dealing with integrated engineering on benefit of circular economy, deserving main sectors: - integrated  
climate-environment- health protection - renewable bioenergetics, waste to energy,pollution to energy,natural resources to energy - 
water,wastewater,sludge management -functional food, feed premix  production based  on microalgae and other microorganisms -
energetical and technological audit -education  Erasmus,PhD on circular economy  topic -environment,climate- health protection throghout 
biotechnological processes - waste to energy, to biofuels, pollution to energy and fabrication of high added value products - testing 
laboratory ISO 17025 for water,soil,energetical parameters analysis -trainings for young professionals in frame of Erasmus+ program 

Moldova offer very good opportunities in our activity portfolio 
. We offer the complex colaboration and relancing of our 
proiect concepts starting 10 yrs ago All companies,institutions,universities Bela Ferenc TOZSER

General and engineering 
director I agree

8 GAP 2000 Co.Ltd. Other Our company is a consulting company. Yes Water management, Wastewater, Food and Beverage Import Katalin KARSAY Director/Owner I agree

9 Glorex Média Trade Kft
www.hopajzskft.hu;                  
www.nor-oil.com Construction and engineering

We have 2 different are of operation.   Construction  The first is a special construction material.     If the comfort of your home is important to 
you and you want more than the traditional insulation technology can offer, then you’ve come to the right place. The insulation materials we 
offer - and in particular the HP4 special heat-reflective coating - are much more effective than the standard insulation technology of the past 
years.                                                                                                                                                                                                   2)  The best omega-3 
salmon oil product from Norway.   The best - without taste, - you can use a salad oil, - without smell; - can be used as a cooking oil; - coldly 
pressed; - not heated up, preserving all the original content; - most fresh - within 75 minutes  finished product; - meet all the hygiene, health, 
religion (halal) requirements    yes

1)  Construction COMPANIES                                                                      2)  Food 
industry 3)                                                                                       Health products - food 
supplement Ildiko Botlik Erica Ceo

10 H.Conzept Co.Ltd. Construction and engineering Construction Yes Constructing companies, Investment companies, Municipalities Cernic AUGUSTIN Director Cernic IOSIF Director I agree

11 Harkányi Gyógyfürdő Zrt. www.harkanyfurdo.hu Tourism

One of the biggest and oldest (nearly 200 years old) spas of Hungary can be found in Harkány, in the southern part of Hungary, Baranya 
County.   Tha spa is situated in a 13.5 hectare park, with open and covered pools of thermal water (2098 m2 surface) and with an open air 
bath of 4250 m2 water surface. Our spa pools has a total capacity of several hundreds of persons, with a water temperature of 33-38°C to 
ensure the healing of our guests every day of the year. We have an internationally acknowledged healing thermal sulphuric water, which has 
outstandingly beneficial effects in case of musculoskeletal, gynaecological and skin disorders/problems.  Our activity contains a wide range of 
medical, spa and wellness services. The spa has its own rheumatologic specialist, however several of our medical treatments can be availed 
of also without the recommendation of a physician, by modern technology or experienced operators. 

We would like to connect travel agencies so we could invite 
them for a study tour and after it establish a business 
connection to enhance our visitors. Travel Agencies, Clusters connected to Tourism András MAROSI President Mária MELLES I agree -

12 Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry and MIB Invest Group Ltd.www.mibing.hu Other Investment I am working for 25 years in Moldova. All István SZEKERES
Vice-Chairman of Commitee 
for International Affairs I agree

13 Hungarian Logistics Association www.mle.hu Other

The Hungarian Logistics Association (HLA) is a non-profit organization which offers the possibility for the networking and deals with 
education and trainings. The Hungarian Logistics Association has been operating for more than 25 years on the Hungarian logistics market. 
Our ranges of activities are continually expanded.  The main and the most important goal for our Association is the socialization of logistics, 
converge people and institutions who are working in logistics. We are dedicated to provide our clients up to date information to create 
competitive and sustainable supply chains. Furthermore, also our prime objective is to provide professional knowledge by our trainings and 
courses. No

I am looking forward to meet logistic companies and maybe nonprofit 
organisations. Zoltán DOÓR President I agree NO

14 Karsai Műanyagtechnika Holding Zrt. www.karsai.hu Light industry

The Karsai Group operates a unified research and design system. Modernization of the applied technologies in line with the requirements, 
and innovation in product and mould development are our goals.  Innovative ideas of our design engineers enables us to renew ourselves 
from time to time. Our products, bringing your ideas to life, even the most unique ones, representing traditional and unconventional values 
succesfully meet professional challanges both in domestic and foreign environment.  Meeting the expectations of our recent and future 
partners, we monitor, introduce and bring in the most modern technologies in the field of both product and mould development.     Design 
engineers at Karsai Plastics Holding Plc. use the Unigraphics Nx7.5 design software.

plastic production, production for the packaging, 
pharmaceutical, automotive industries Companies with a profile of using packaging products Béla KARSAI Chairman I agree

15 Kristály Co.Ltd. www.kristaly.hu Waterwork The company was established in 1990.Main activities: water-, wastewater treatment.  Trade of Equipments ( pipe fittings) Planning
Water- and wastewater treatments ( operation, education 
etc.) Investment companies, local governments, water and wastewater  works Gábor NYIKOS Director I agree

16 LA-IMPEX Kft. www.la-impex.hu Light industry

LA-IMPEX was established in 1994 as an export-import company which is operating in light- and adhesive industries  (leather, fur, textile, PU, 
microfiber, adhesives, industrial adhesive tapes, etc.) We are producing and exporting our products to all over the world. Our leather 
products are usable in footwear, orthopedic, leather, furniture and textile sectors. Furthermore we offer wide range of adhesive tapes and 
adhesives, EVA sheets and blocks for automotive, electronics, label and identification, gasket, orthopedic, sportive, filtration sectors. We 
deliver something more that only products – we developed a quality control system which are a skilful combination of the best quality 
products and quick delivery time.

At present we have not got any business relation in Moldova, 
but we would like to widen our customer base.

We are planning direct export to Moldova, we are looking for orthopedic shoes 
producers, shoes factories, leather furniture factories, furriers, industrial glue- 
and tape-user factories, adhesive tape converters. We are looking for partners 
from relevant industries but mainly from light industry (leather, fur, microfiber 
leather) and from adhesive tape industry. Janos LAMOGA Owner I agree

17 Mad Wine Kft www.mad-wine.com Agricultural and food industry

Leading wine producer of the historic Tokaji Wine Region of Hungary with extended tourism portfolio including fine dining and bistro 
restaurants, education and event centre, and a hotel. Primary production of Mad Wine Ltd is high quality dry and sweet white wines from 
popular-premium to ultra-premium segment. Export activities to 36 countries of 4 continents. Export development. Partners in trade and tourism. Tibor HORVÁTH DR CEO I agree

18 METRIPOND PLUS LLC www.merlegek.hu Machinery industry

Our company, Metripond Plus Llc was founded in 1989 built on decades of experience and expertise in weighing technics, making the 
company one of the most important suppliers of scales in Hungary today. Thanks to its financial stability, resulting from an annual income of 
more than 1.500.000 Euros and 30 skilled co-workers, Metripond Plus is a reliable business partner for more than 2000 companies. The high 
quality of our products means that our company is now gaining an increasing presence on the Romanian market as well. The main product 
lines are dosing and bagging scales, and weighbridges. We can provide around 330 references from Hungary and almost 100 from Romania. 
Our dosing and bagging lines are perfect for granular materials, milled products, and premixes. We can also supply conveyor belts and bag 
sewing machines. Besides the production and distribution of scales, we also take care of other weighing technique needs as servicing and 
calibration. No, we do not have. Seed corn producer and processing companies Sándor MOLNÁR Managing director Szabolcs RATZ Sales representative I agree

19 OTP BANK NYRT. www.otpbank.hu Other Leading Commercial Bank in Hungary and in Central and Eastern Europe.
Yes, we do. We have a Commercial Bank named Mobiasbanca-
OTP Group AS operated in Moldova. Financial companies. Zoltán Major

Chairman-OTP Moldova 
Mobiasbanca OTP Group AS. I agree

20 Polinvent Kft. www.polinvent.com Other

Polinvent Kft is an innovative chemical small business, specialized for high-performance synthetic resins. Its products are based on own R&D, 
co-operating with universities and research institutes. Its most known product family is the 3P Resins®, being used worldwide successfully for 
no-dig repair in wastewater sewer systems (Short-Liner).  Polinvent has also developed high-performance hot sprayed polyurea coatings, 
which provide long-term steel corrosion protection even without primer layer.  The third important product area is synthetic floors, with high 
chemical resistance. There are many successful examples in the pharmaceutical and petrochemical industries, as well as in the food 
processing industry for floors, manholes, containers and secondary containers, where chemical resistance is important. 

Regarding the Central and East European region, our resins 
have already been successfully applied in the Czech Republic, 
Poland, Slovakia, Romania, Croatia, Slovenia, and, of course, in 
Hungary, mainly in trenchless sewer repair projects. We would 
be glad to supply further rehabilitation and repair projects in 
the region, which promote the protection of the environment, 
especially soil, and underground water reserves, and provide 
reliable and long-lasting watertight solution for the existing 
sewer networks.

National and/or local government organisations being responsible for 
wastewater services and the protection of soil or underground water reserves in 
areas where wastewater pipes are present. Furthermore, contacts with 
construction companies, building new sewer pipe networks or 
rebuilding/repairing existing ones. We are also looking for contacts with 
companies, which prepare floors, containers or secondary containers in industrial 
facilities, where the chemical resistance of the coating is an important issue. Attila Áron NAGY Executive director - - I agree

21 PRI-MO-RA 2000 Kft.
www.primora.hu, 
www.primorakerites.hu Construction and engineering

Our company has been manufacuring fences, railings and window bars since 2002.  We have made an innovative structure of material in our 
fences and barriers which, have less weight and give result to customized sized fences and high quality at the same time to every household, 
plus to governmental facilities. We have developed a system that provides multi-point adjustability. The width could be modified by cutting 
the elements, and the hinges’ size also adjustable. NORMA-DIY is durable by duplex protection, easy to install, adjustable and individually 
decorated metal fence prototype. In addition to the listed benefits, quality and durability have been maintained. This will ensure the 
product's uniqueness on the market. Product quality: The finished elements are made with excellent dimensional accuracy and suitable 
welding method. Corrosion protection is provided by hot-dip galvanizing, which protects the fence against rust.  Our NORMA DIY 

 development is currently on TRL6 based on our exis ng product por olio. Our main profiles in the last years:  •Complete construc on of 
 gates, fences / from the plinth, through the covering, to the automa on /  •Outdoor and indoor stairs, railings, spiral stairs made of wood or 

 stainless steel  •Window grilles, ramps and canopies manufacturing  We also undertake the complete construc on of individual metal 
structures, halls, garages and agricultural storage facilities  The company offers a complex service. Our team is dedicated to the following 
tasks: design, hammering, manufacturing, corrosion protection, painting, equipment, automation.  The vision of the company is to deal with 
dynamic growth, efficient management, and strengthen the organisation. This will support industry, partners and employees, and leads to 
operating efficiently in terms of technical conditions, product quality, and human resources. Continuous growth is the key to our success, 
which is also proven by the steady increase in sales until 2019. The average growth rate of sales 25% / Last year's growth was 46% /  Through 
the developments, the company has achieved continuous development and up-scaling results, but in many cases, it is not enough to have its 
own resources, so we have rationally turned to the use of tender opportunities. The application has resulted in the company's technological 
development, the development and later upgrading of its corporate governance system, and the expansion of its site to create larger 
warehouses and production areas. 

Our aim is to enter the European market with a new 
production technology. There is no other company which 
products such as customized sized, mass-produced fences in 
Europe. This innovative method is our idea, and with this 
technology the fences and gates are products installed much 
easier and quicker. We would like to manufacture adjustable 
fences based on a pre-made template with serial production. 
For corrosion protected / hot galvanized / and painted 
elements, we provide the right installation kit. We have 
changed and developed the fastening technology. The set 
makes the possibility to install the fence easily at home. 

We are looking for construction companies and DIY department stores in 
Moldova. Anasztázia BORONKAY Manager CEO I agree

22 Szaloki Gold Kft. www.szalokigold.hu Other Our company since 2008 handle security and since 2018 waste management. Informal exchange of ideas for waste management. Market expansion. Getting to know Moldovan companies.-waste management -waste strategy -shipment of waste Gábor SZALÓKI owner - firm manager I agree

23 Szűcs Fuvar Team Kft www.szucsfuvar.hu Construction and engineering

Our renewable and developing machinery and expertise provide stability and market competitiveness, and our site also provides a state-of-
the-art repair and maintenance base. With continuous improvements, there is no professional challenge today that we cannot solve.  Our 
main profile is transportation, machine excavation, industrial scale demolition, landscaping, basic excavation, but we also provide building 
material delivery and container ordering.  Our company also deals with concrete, brick, asphalt grinding, we sell qualified - classified 
materials on our site and also on site delivery. We have extensive construction relationships and affiliate backgrounds, from family houses to 
industrial facilities, to undertake civil engineering. Market expansion Roadworks Mining Excavation projects Industrial waste Gabor SZUCS Jr. CEO I agree

24 Tungsram Operations Kft. www.tungsram.com Light industry

Tungsram, an iconic name has returned to the global market as an innovative, premium European brand with the acquisition of GE Lighting's 
Europe, Middle East, Africa and Turkey general lighting business along with the global automotive operation. „Innovation is our heritage” – is 
the core belief of the new management, reinvigorating a 123 year old tradition of playing a leading role in manufacturing technology and 
service solutions.  Tungsram Group offers premium quality lighting solutions for indoor and outdoor applications, traditional lamps, 
automotive, as well as drivers & transformers. Tungsram is present in 22 countries with 23 subsidiaries and exporting  98% of its production, 
the company leverages sales into more than 100 global markets. Its highly-productive supply chain is centered around its 5 factories in 
Hungary working to the highest quality standards with its 4000+ employees and a network of 1600 suppliers and partners around the globe.  
Tungsram Group invests into future-safe technologies and dynamically growing global markets, such as smart solutions, smart cities, indoor 
farming and healthcare, while still strengthening the lighting core of its business. For more information visit: www.tungsram.com At the moment limited presence through a distributor. We are looking for outdoor lighting tenders and big construction projects Joerg Bauer President & CEO I agree



25 VIALTO Consulting www.vialto.hu ICT

Based on our experiences and valuable know-how in project management and institutional development during the EU pre- and post-
accession decade of the Eastern Enlargement (EU25, as well as geopolitical, cultural, social and economic similarities, VIALTO is mainly 
targeting Moldova, former Yugoslavia states, Albania, Moldova and Turkey. The Republic of Moldova in particular is one of the emerging 
markets where we can successfully apply our contacts and knowledge of Romanian language in offering our strategic international partners a 
range of services in in international project management. These are ranging from proposal preparation to the project monitoring, project 
facilitation, partnership and client management, project and financial management and even overall backstopping throughout the project.

We are currently pursuing several EU and WB financed project 
opportunities, having four of our Proposals under evaluation. 
We have build international multi-disciplinary consortia for 
various Consulting services for clients in the Public 
Administration and Private sphere in RM, including the 
Mobiasbanca-OTP bank. Partners in ICT and ID Consulting Daniel KAPUSY

Business 
Development Adviser Vialto 
Consulting Aron NEMES Managing Partner Vialto I agree



Name of the company Flight details

1 Archenerg Klaszter Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15

2 Babolna Tetra Kft Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:16
3 BONT-TOR Construction Company Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15

4 Budapest Chamber of Commerce and Industry Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15
5 Central Europe Trust Early arrive
6 Digitális Jólét Nonprofit Kft. Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15

7 Envihorizont LLC&Envirosan DC Early arrive
8 GAP 2000 Co.Ltd. Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15
9 Glorex Média Trade Kft

10 H.Conzept Co.Ltd. Early arrive by car
11 Harkányi Gyógyfürdő Zrt. Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15

12
Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
and MIB Invest Group Ltd. Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15

13 Hungarian Logistics Association Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15
14 Karsai Műanyagtechnika Holding Zrt. Early arrive by car
15 Kristály Co.Ltd. Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15
16 LA-IMPEX Kft. Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15
17 Mad Wine Kft

18 METRIPOND PLUS LLC Kijev-Chisinau 03/11. 20:50

19 OTP BANK NYRT. Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15
20 Polinvent Kft. Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15
21 PRI-MO-RA 2000 Kft. Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15
22 Szaloki Gold Kft. Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15
23 Szűcs Fuvar Team Kft Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15
24 Tungsram Operations Kft. Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15

25 VIALTO Consulting Early arrive
26 AMC Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15

27 EXIM Bank Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15

28 HIPA - Hungarian Investment Promotion Agency Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15

29 HEPA Hungarian Export Promotion Agency Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15

30 HEPA Hungarian Export Promotion Agency Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15
31 HEPA Hungarian Export Promotion Agency Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15
32 HEPA Hungarian Export Promotion Agency Vienna-Chisinau 03/11. 15:15



33 HEPA Hungarian Export Promotion Agency Vienna-Chisinau 03/10. 15:15



Transfers Hotel
Name of the participant 1 
(Firstname,SURNAME)

All time Bristol Hotel
Sarolta LAKATOS PÁLNÉ DR 
NEMES

All time Radisson Hotel György BÚZA
All time Radisson Hotel Peter KOZMA

All time Bristol Hotel Miklós BORNEMISZA
Only for the programs None David KERESZTES
All time Radisson Hotel Szilvia KŐVÁRI

Only for the programs - Bela Ferenc TOZSER
All time Bristol Hotel Katalin KARSAY

Ildiko BOTLIK Erica
Only for the programs Radisson Hotel Cernic AUGUSTIN
All time Radisson Hotel András MAROSI

All time Radisson Hotel István SZEKERES
All time Radisson Hotel Zoltán DOÓR
Only for the programs Radisson Hotel Béla KARSAI
All time Bristol Hotel Gábor NYIKOS 
All time Radisson Hotel Janos LAMOGA

Tibor HORVÁTH DR
03/11 and for 03/12 till 16:00 
(early return to Budapest) Radisson Hotel Sándor MOLNÁR

Radisson Hotel Zoltán MAJOR
All time Radisson Hotel Attila Áron NAGY
All time Radisson Hotel Anasztázia BORONKAY
All time Radisson Hotel Gábor SZALÓKI
All time Radisson Hotel Gabor SZUCS Jr.
All time Radisson Hotel Joerg BAUER

Only for the programs - Daniel KAPUSY
All time Radisson Hotel Péter ONDRÉ
03/11 and for 03/12 till 16:00 
(early return to Budapest) Radisson Hotel Gábor SZŐCS
03/11 and for 03/12 till 16:00 
(early return to Budapest) Radisson Hotel Márton SZABÓ
03/11 and for 03/12 till 16:00 
(early return to Budapest) Radisson Hotel Balázs HENDRICH
03/11 and for 03/12 till 16:00 
(early return to Budapest) Radisson Hotel Mariann KUTI
All time Radisson Hotel Judit MÁRTA
All time Radisson Hotel Evelin VARGA



All time Radisson Hotel Katalin BUTTA



Name of the participant 2 
(Firstname,SURNAME)

Gabor SZUCS

Gábor BARTOS

Iosif CERNIC
Mária MELLES

Szabolcs RATZ

Aron NEMES





Name of the company Web site Sector of the company Company profile (max 700-800 caracter)
Have you got any plan, or project in the present/future in this 
region?

Please describe what kind of companies are you looking for in 
Moldova

Name of the participant 1 
(Firstname,SURNAME) Position of the participant 1

Name of the participant 2 
(Firstname,SURNAME)

Position of the 
participant 2

I agree that our company contact 
information (name, e-mail address, 
telephone number) the HEPA NZrt. 
share with the Moldovan co-organizer 
and companies mediated by a 
provided by for direct contact.

Any comments you 
would like to share 
with us

1 Agrarin Kft. www.agrarin.hu Agricultural and food industry
Our group is engaged in software development and agrometeorology. Our agricultural activity in the field of agrometeorology involves the sale 
of meteorological and plant protection stations and the development of custom software solutions.

Installation of agrometeorological stations and development of 
related software.

We are looking for a company dealing with crop protection and 
agricultural electronics. Zoltan MATRAI CEO Tamas MATRAI Developer I agree

2 Agrofeed Kft. https://www.agrofeed.hu/hu/ Agricultural and food industry

Agrofeed Ltd. is one of the major manufacturers of premixes and feed supplements in the European feed industry. He has been a reliable 
partner for almost 19 years and an internationally known and accepted supplier of premixes for animal breeding integrations, large and 
medium-sized livestock companies and farms. Agrofeed Ltd. sells more than 130,000 tons of premixes and feed supplements in 25 countries 
worldwide. Its main markets are Europe, Central Asia, North Africa and the Middle East. More than 4 million tons of compound feed are made 
from the premixes of Agrofeed Kft.

We have been working in Moldova for over 15 years and our 
main goal is to maintain and further expand our existing 
market position.

Livestock Integrations, Large and Medium Animal Companies, 
Colonies. András KOZMA Export manager I agree

3 Archenerg Klaszter Www.archenerg.eu
Environment and renewable 
energies

Archenerg Cluster is a special organization of several companies of more sectors. Main area of the Cluster is the renewable energy and 
environmental issue's. The Cluster has more than 80 members, they can realize projects at the area of the solar - wind-geotermical energy, 
biomass and other sectors of the environmental economy, reaserches together with several uniiversities, governmental institutions of more 
countries, Smart cities solution, etc. Not yet. 

With companies, governmental institutions which are 
interested in common projects. We would like to contact 
universitites, reaserches institutions to develop common 
innovations and agriculture companies, which are interested in 
the Arundo - project for bioenergy. 

Sarolta LAKATOS PÁLNÉ DR 
NEMES

Vice President of the 
Archenerg Cluster I agree No

4 Asura Technologies https://asuratechnologies.com/ Smart city solutions

Asura Technologies is the developer of easy to integrate, camera-vendor independent license plate recognition (LPR) and video analytics 
software implementing AI for parking, traffic management security/safety systems. All Asura video analytics software connect and process the 
footage of any IP camera and can also work with existing camera systems. Our software solutions are built for easy integration; they connect to 
cameras is a matter of minutes and offer automatized database handling and data export uploading the required information to the business 
systems through internet connection. Our main product, the Asura Recognition Unit is a plug and play license plate recognition application 
with a modular build-up. Additional modules include ALPR-based access control, vehicle make and model recognition, customized parking 
enforcement solutions and traffic surveillance analytics. 

There are no ongoing projects on Moldova. Currently we are 
finalizing an agreement on supplying a city-wide smart 
surveillance system (including traffic surveillance, licens plate 
recognition, vehicle make and model recognition) in a city at 
the Bulgarian-Romanian border. 

Traffic, parking and security system integrators supplying full 
systems in their respective industries. Parking management 
companies. Highway maintenance and safety providers. Road 
tolling companies. Traffic enforcement agencies. Local 
distributors of camera manufacturers.  Mate KISS-GYORGY CEO I agree

5 Babolna Tetra Kft WWW.babolnatetra.com Agricultural and food industry
It has a 50-year history of poultry farming. One of four hybrids breeding companies in the world. Currently, the Tetra hybrids in Bábolna are 
reaching 60 countries worldwide. In Moldova, for example, it serves about 70% of the hybrid hen market.

We would like to continue to be the market leader in the 
hybrid hen market. Egg producing enterprises György BÚZA Majority owner I agree

6 BONAFARM ZRT www.bonafarm.hu Agricultural and food industry

Bonafarm Group Each and every product at Bonafarm has its own story written by the company group from the foreword right through to the 
conclusion. The various chapters are added by our companies, from own-grown ingredients and high-quality production technology to the 
attentive care of our experienced employees. In addition to this modern approach, each and every letter of this story represents the centuries-
old tradition of our predecessors. This is how every Bonafarm story has a happy ending, when top-quality food and drink is served at the table. 
True stories from the soil to the table The Bonafarm Group was established to clamp the true stories of the best Hungarian food production 
from the growth to the fabrication. This is a task full of challenges and we celebrate the birth of each young calf and the germination of each 
grain of wheat as our joint success because the excellence of our food products is based on attention to detail and loving care.  Each and every 
product at Bonafarm has its own story written by the company group from the foreword right through to the conclusion. The various chapters 
are added by our companies, from own-grown ingredients and high-quality production technology to the attentive care of our experienced 
employees. In addition to this modern approach, each and every letter of this story represents the centuries-old tradition of our predecessors. 
This is how every Bonafarm story has a happy ending, when top-quality food and drink is served at the table.      Our stories in numbers The 
objective of the Bonafarm Group is to build on the cooperation and development of the various member companies to become one of the key 
success stories of the Central and Eastern European region. Our determination is proven by the numbers included in our true stories. We 
cultivate land with a total area of close to 35,000 hectares. Our rich soil yields top-quality crops that we use either as fodder to feed our 
livestock or as raw material directly for our food products. We have over 6,000 cattle, and close to530,000 fattening pigs are processed each 
year by meat processing industry. We produce over 14 million broiler hatching eggs and our 220-hectare network of fish ponds breeds carp and 
predatory fish.  Organisation of the Bonafarm Group The story of the Bonafarm Group essentially runs along two lines. On the one hand, our 
agricultural companies produce the crop needed to feed our livestock and the industrial crop for sale, as well as tending to our farm animals. 
On the other hand, our own raw materials are added to high-quality market ingredients to produce tasty meat and dairy products as well as 
wines. The three food processing and the four agricultural companies of the Bonafarm Group employ a total of 6,600 “story writers”. The five 
agricultural companies named Agroprodukt Co., Bóly Co., Dalmand Co., Fiorács Ltd. and Bonafarm-Bábolna Takarmány Ltd. produce the 
majority of the impeccable raw materials. Our three well-known food processing companies, Pick Szeged Co., Sole-Mizo Co. and Csányi 
Pincészet Co., use these raw materials to produce popular products.  You can read more about the sectors of the Bonafarm Group on 
www.bonafarm.hu Sales of fresh and frozen pork meat

Meat processor Meat importer Food distribution Food 
wholesale Richard FEGYVER Sales Director - pork meat Marian POLICS

Export manager - pork 
meat I agree

7 BONT-TOR Construction Company http://bonttor.business.site Construction and engineering

BONT-TOR Construction Company provides safe and timely demolition and excavation work to every client, utilizing state of the art equipment 
and superior work practices. Our experience includes the demolition of heavy industrial buildings, large commercial structures, stadiums, 
factories, towers and residential properties. Our services include total structural demolition, interior demolition, partial demolition, tank 
removal, and the removal and disposal of special and hazardous waste. We also provide a full range of environmental services including 
asbestos, underground storage tank removal, soil and biological waste remediation. Our sub-contract partners own all of the equipment such 
as cranes, loaders, excavators, hydraulic breakers, trucks, compressors and hand tools necessary to perform any type of demolition and 
excavation work. 

We are interested in recycling industrial materials such as 
concrete, asphalt, construction waste, car tires and glass waste.

Construction companies in the special field of mining, recycling, 
earth and roadworks and demolition projects. Peter KOZMA CEO Gabor SZUCS Technical director I agree

8 Budapest Chamber of Commerce and Industry www.bkik.hu Other

The Budapest Chamber of Commerce and Industry is a local organization of businesses and companies in Budapest with the intention to 
develop and further the interests of local companies and businesses in Hungary. Many businesses are international operating companies with 
offices in Hungary.

Municipal infrastructure, building inter-chamber relations, 
trade development

Municipal infrastructure, building inter-chamber relations, 
trade development Miklós BORNEMISZA

Vice president of the 
International Cabinet of the 
BCCI Gábor BARTOS Vice president of the BCCI I agree

9 Central Europe Trust https://www.cet.co.uk Other

Central Europe Trust (CET) was founded in 1989 by former Chancellor Lord Lawson, who led the UK’s ₤80b privatization programme, along with 
a management consultant from Booz Allen Hamilton and an investment banker from JP Morgan, SG Warburg and Rothschild. All three co-
founders are of Central East European (CEE) descent. CET is based in London, present throughout CEE and a member of New York-based 
Clairfield, a global network of independent advisory firms. CET has served 500+ clients in: Management Consulting: 1,000+ engagements: 
market entry into CEE (analysis, partner search, sales channel/business development, operational/financial optimization, restructuring) 
Financial Advisory: 175+ merger, acquisition, sale, franchise, JV, greenfield, corporate & project finance deals Private Equity: 7 funds, 80+ 
investments, $650m ($815m+ including co-investment) with partners: EU, EBRD, AIG, Framlington (now AXA), Charterhouse, Credit Commercial 
de France (HSBC), Bank Zachodni (Santander) and Jupiter (Commerzbank) 

CET has carried out more than 200 management consulting 
engagements, advised on 50 corporate/project finance and 
merger & acquisition transactions and made more than 10 
private equity investments in Southeast Europe (Romania, 
Bulgaria and former Yugolslavia) and Eastern Europe (Russia, 
Ukraine and Belarus) and is actively seeking new opportunities.

• CET can assist Moldovian firms entering Hungary/CEE and 
Hungarian/CEE firms expanding to Moldova • CET can advise 
Moldovian or Hungarian firms on transactions in or relating to 
CEE, including mergers & acquisitions, sales, joint ventures, 
franchising/licensing arrangements, corporate/project finance 
• CET seeks Moldovian or Hungarian firms/projects requiring €1-
300m+ of equity/credit in all sectors, including but not limited 
to consumer/agriculture, financial services, 
manufacturing/engineering, IT/communications, 
healthcare/pharma, asset finance, real estate, infrastructure 
(transport, energy, social) David KERESZTES Principal

10 Digitális Jólét Nonprofit Kft. www.djnkft.hu ICT In late 2015, the Hungarian Government created the Digital Success Programme—based on the results of the national consultation on digital developments, InternetKon—which affects the entire Hungarian digital ecosystem. The aim of the Programme is to involve every citizen and business in Hungary and to collectively benefit from digital transformation. Within the framework of the Program, the Digital Export Development Strategy was developed, alongside numerous other strategies, to improve the export conditions of IT businesses. The Government defined the main objective of the strategy as the intensive increase in the export of high value-added digital solutions. x Szilvia Kővári foreign affairs expert I agree

11 Envihorizont LLC&Envirosan DC www.envizont.eu
Environment and renewable 
energies

Since 1996 the associated SMEs dealing with integrated engineering on benefit of circular economy, deserving main sectors: - integrated  
climate-environment- health protection - renewable bioenergetics, waste to energy,pollution to energy,natural resources to energy - 
water,wastewater,sludge management -functional food, feed premix  production based  on microalgae and other microorganisms -energetical 
and technological audit -education  Erasmus,PhD on circular economy  topic -environment,climate- health protection throghout 
biotechnological processes - waste to energy, to biofuels, pollution to energy and fabrication of high added value products - testing laboratory 
ISO 17025 for water,soil,energetical parameters analysis -trainings for young professionals in frame of Erasmus+ program 

Moldova offer very good opportunities in our activity portfolio 
. We offer the complex colaboration and relancing of our 
proiect concepts starting 10 yrs ago All companies,institutions,universities Bela Ferenc TOZSER

General and engineering 
director I agree

12 GAP 2000 Co.Ltd. Other Our company is a consulting company. Yes Water management, Wastewater, Food and Beverage Import Katalin KARSAY Director/Owner I agree

13 Glorex Média Trade Kft
www.hopajzskft.hu;                  
www.nor-oil.com Construction and engineering

We have 2 different are of operation.   Construction  The first is a special construction material.     If the comfort of your home is important to 
you and you want more than the traditional insulation technology can offer, then you’ve come to the right place. The insulation materials we 
offer - and in particular the HP4 special heat-reflective coating - are much more effective than the standard insulation technology of the past 
years.                                                                                                                                                                                                   2)  The best omega-3 salmon oil 
product from Norway.   The best - without taste, - you can use a salad oil, - without smell; - can be used as a cooking oil; - coldly pressed; - not 
heated up, preserving all the original content; - most fresh - within 75 minutes  finished product; - meet all the hygiene, health, religion (halal) 
requirements    yes

1)  Construction COMPANIES                                                                      
2)  Food industry 3)                                                                                       
Health products - food supplement Ildiko Botlik Erica Ceo

14 H.Conzept Co.Ltd. none Construction and engineering Construction Yes Constructing companies, Investment companies, Municipalities Augustin CERNIC Director Iosif CERNIC Director I agree

15 Harkányi Gyógyfürdő Zrt. www.harkanyfurdo.hu Tourism

One of the biggest and oldest (nearly 200 years old) spas of Hungary can be found in Harkány, in the southern part of Hungary, Baranya County.   
Tha spa is situated in a 13.5 hectare park, with open and covered pools of thermal water (2098 m2 surface) and with an open air bath of 4250 
m2 water surface. Our spa pools has a total capacity of several hundreds of persons, with a water temperature of 33-38°C to ensure the healing 
of our guests every day of the year. We have an internationally acknowledged healing thermal sulphuric water, which has outstandingly 
beneficial effects in case of musculoskeletal, gynaecological and skin disorders/problems.  Our activity contains a wide range of medical, spa 
and wellness services. The spa has its own rheumatologic specialist, however several of our medical treatments can be availed of also without 
the recommendation of a physician, by modern technology or experienced operators. 

We would like to connect travel agencies so we could invite 
them for a study tour and after it establish a business 
connection to enhance our visitors. Travel Agencies, Clusters connected to Tourism András MAROSI President Mária MELLES I agree -

16 Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry and MIB Invest Group Ltd.www.mibing.hu Other Investment I am working for 25 years in Moldova. All István SZEKERES
Vice-Chairman of Commitee 
for International Affairs I agree

17 Hungarian Logistics Association www.mle.hu Other

The Hungarian Logistics Association (HLA) is a non-profit organization which offers the possibility for the networking and deals with education 
and trainings. The Hungarian Logistics Association has been operating for more than 25 years on the Hungarian logistics market. Our ranges of 
activities are continually expanded.  The main and the most important goal for our Association is the socialization of logistics, converge people 
and institutions who are working in logistics. We are dedicated to provide our clients up to date information to create competitive and 
sustainable supply chains. Furthermore, also our prime objective is to provide professional knowledge by our trainings and courses. No

I am looking forward to meet logistic companies and maybe 
nonprofit organisations. Zoltán DOÓR President I agree NO

18 InnovaSter-Trade Kft. www.innovaster.hu Agricultural and food industry

Our company’s main profile is in the field of food processing machinery production, namely in building sterilization equipment for small, 
medium and large processors. Our most important equipment is the HIDROSTER® continuous operation sterilizer. We are present in multiple 
countries around the world with this equipment, among those being Russia, France and Moldova. In Hungary, we have currently 20 in 
operation, and these produce around 500 million cans each year. We design, produce and sell our machines by ourselves, and we also provide 
maintenance and spare parts supply for them. The HIDROSTER® equipment is the most energy efficient sterilizer in the world, severely reducing 
the environmental impact of a production line. Our most important goal is to enter into other fields (fish, meat and pet food industries), while 
keeping up our existing good connection with the vegetable processing industry. 

Currently various maintenance projects on previously sold 
equipment (Natur Bravo SA, Alfa-Nistru JSC, etc.) Selling of 
further equipment in the future Canning companies (vegetable, meat, petfood, etc.) Laszlo DELI Managing Director Zsolt DELI Managing Director I agree

19
Kaposvár Economic Development and 
Innovation Public Benefit Non-Profit Ltd. http://www.kgik.hu/ Other

Our company was founded in December, 2017 by the Municipality of Kaposvár County City with the aim of strengthening and widening the 
economic and business life in the city. For the Founder it is important that by the economic development the employment, the standard of 
living of citizens and revenues of the city from local taxes increase. The increased revenues from local taxes are used for further developments 
and social care. The Founder’s goal by the founding of this company is the creation of an equilibrium in the labour market where the 
jobseekers can get a job within a short period of time, furthermore, a satisfying number and quality of employees become available for the 
companies already operating in the city and for the ones intending to settle down in Kaposvár.

Within the frameworks of the International Economic Platform, 
we aimed primarily at strengthening and shaking-up the 
economic relations between Kaposvár and its twin and partner 
cities. Within the frameworks of the agreement we define and 
develop exact developments and projects. The international 
cooperation agreement covers Austria, France, Ukraine, 
Germany, Romania, Vietnam, Mongolia, Finland, Italy, Russia 
and Turkey. We generate projects that bring mutual benefits to 
both economic players and citizens of the cities. We would like 
to expand the number of partners. We are looking for potential investors. Béla Vince VIKÁR Business analyst I agree



20 Karsai Műanyagtechnika Holding Zrt. www.karsai.hu Light industry

The Karsai Group operates a unified research and design system. Modernization of the applied technologies in line with the requirements, and 
innovation in product and mould development are our goals.  Innovative ideas of our design engineers enables us to renew ourselves from 
time to time. Our products, bringing your ideas to life, even the most unique ones, representing traditional and unconventional values 
succesfully meet professional challanges both in domestic and foreign environment.  Meeting the expectations of our recent and future 
partners, we monitor, introduce and bring in the most modern technologies in the field of both product and mould development.     Design 
engineers at Karsai Plastics Holding Plc. use the Unigraphics Nx7.5 design software.

plastic production, production for the packaging, 
pharmaceutical, automotive industries Companies with a profile of using packaging products Béla KARSAI Chairman I agree

21 KGI Nonprofit Kft. www.kgik.hu Other
Urban development coordination and implementation of municipal projects economy development organization of investor forums and 
professional meetings coordination of university and R+D collaborations managing issues and up-to-date market information Yes

Education industrial investors (mechanical, electronics) IT 
companies Zsolt SÁSKA Project manager I agree

22 KMGY ZRT www.kmgy.hu Machinery industry
KMGY is one of the oldest Auto Parts & Supplies manufacturers in Europe, more than 119 years. Our position as a reliable European supplier is 
based on decades of experience in the global market, with continuous development of products, quality, technology and flexibility. Not yet

Parts&spare parts manufacturing for: bus,truck, tractor, 
passenger cars Pal ZELENKA CEO Pál Győző ZELENKA President I agree

23 Kristály Co.Ltd. www.kristaly.hu Waterwork The company was established in 1990.Main activities: water-, wastewater treatment.  Trade of Equipments ( pipe fittings) Planning Water- and wastewater treatments ( operation, education etc.)
Investment companies, local governments, water and 
wastewater  works Gábor NYIKOS Director I agree

24 LA-IMPEX Kft. la-impex.hu Light industry

LA-IMPEX was established in 1994 as an export-import company which is operating in light- and adhesive industries  (leather, fur, textile, PU, 
microfiber, adhesives, industrial adhesive tapes, etc.) We are producing and exporting our products to all over the world. Our leather products 
are usable in footwear, orthopedic, leather, furniture and textile sectors. Furthermore we offer wide range of adhesive tapes and adhesives, 
EVA sheets and blocks for automotive, electronics, label and identification, gasket, orthopedic, sportive, filtration sectors. We deliver 
something more that only products – we developed a quality control system which are a skilful combination of the best quality products and 
quick delivery time.

At present we have not got any business relation in Moldova, 
but we would like to widen our customer base.

We are planning direct export to Moldova, we are looking for 
orthopedic shoes producers, shoes factories, leather furniture 
factories, furriers, industrial glue- and tape-user factories, 
adhesive tape converters. We are looking for partners from 
relevant industries but mainly from light industry (leather, fur, 
microfiber leather) and from adhesive tape industry. Janos LAMOGA Owner I agree

25 Mad Wine Kft mad-wine.com Agricultural and food industry

Leading wine producer of the historic Tokaji Wine Region of Hungary with extended tourism portfolio including fine dining and bistro 
restaurants, education and event centre, and a hotel. Primary production of Mad Wine Ltd is high quality dry and sweet white wines from 
popular-premium to ultra-premium segment. Export activities to 36 countries of 4 continents. Export development. Partners in trade and tourism. Tibor HORVÁTH DR CEO I agree

26 METRIPOND PLUS LLC www.merlegek.hu Machinery industry

Our company, Metripond Plus Llc was founded in 1989 built on decades of experience and expertise in weighing technics, making the company 
one of the most important suppliers of scales in Hungary today. Thanks to its financial stability, resulting from an annual income of more than 
1.500.000 Euros and 30 skilled co-workers, Metripond Plus is a reliable business partner for more than 2000 companies. The high quality of our 
products means that our company is now gaining an increasing presence on the Romanian market as well. The main product lines are dosing 
and bagging scales, and weighbridges. We can provide around 330 references from Hungary and almost 100 from Romania. Our dosing and 
bagging lines are perfect for granular materials, milled products, and premixes. We can also supply conveyor belts and bag sewing machines. 
Besides the production and distribution of scales, we also take care of other weighing technique needs as servicing and calibration. No, we do not have. Seed corn producer and processing companies Sándor MOLNÁR Managing director Szabolcs RATZ Sales representative I agree

27 OTP BANK NYRT. www.otpbank.hu Other Leading Commercial Bank in Hungary and in Central and Eastern Europe.
Yes, we do. We have a Commercial Bank named Mobiasbanca-
OTP Group AS operated in Moldova. Financial companies. Zoltán Major

Chairman-OTP Moldova 
Mobiasbanca OTP Group AS. I agree

28 Pet-Pack Manufacturing and Trading Ltd. www.pet-pack.hu Agricultural and food industry The same as the previous We would like to explore the local market Food/beverage distributors Loránd HORVÁTH
President of the Supervisory 
Board I agree

29 Phylaxia Pharmarom srl www.phylaxia-romania.ro Healthcare and biotechnology

The Phylaxia Pharmarom Company was set up in 2004 with our subsidiary branch in Romania and our production area was starting in Hungary 
from 1928. It is a leading company in the veterinary field in Hungary and Romania, dealing in the production, marketing and distribution of 
veterinary products and land pesticides used in agriculture. Yes Companies interested in veterinary products Cernic IOSIF Director I agree

30 Polinvent Kft. www.polinvent.com Other

Polinvent Kft is an innovative chemical small business, specialized for high-performance synthetic resins. Its products are based on own R&D, co-
operating with universities and research institutes. Its most known product family is the 3P Resins®, being used worldwide successfully for no-
dig repair in wastewater sewer systems (Short-Liner).  Polinvent has also developed high-performance hot sprayed polyurea coatings, which 
provide long-term steel corrosion protection even without primer layer.  The third important product area is synthetic floors, with high 
chemical resistance. There are many successful examples in the pharmaceutical and petrochemical industries, as well as in the food processing 
industry for floors, manholes, containers and secondary containers, where chemical resistance is important. 

Regarding the Central and East European region, our resins 
have already been successfully applied in the Czech Republic, 
Poland, Slovakia, Romania, Croatia, Slovenia, and, of course, in 
Hungary, mainly in trenchless sewer repair projects. We would 
be glad to supply further rehabilitation and repair projects in 
the region, which promote the protection of the environment, 
especially soil, and underground water reserves, and provide 
reliable and long-lasting watertight solution for the existing 
sewer networks.

National and/or local government organisations being 
responsible for wastewater services and the protection of soil 
or underground water reserves in areas where wastewater 
pipes are present. Furthermore, contacts with construction 
companies, building new sewer pipe networks or 
rebuilding/repairing existing ones. We are also looking for 
contacts with companies, which prepare floors, containers or 
secondary containers in industrial facilities, where the chemical 
resistance of the coating is an important issue. Attila Áron NAGY Executive director - - I agree

31 PRI-MO-RA 2000 Kft.
www.primora.hu, 
primorakerites.hu Construction and engineering

Our company has been manufacuring fences, railings and window bars since 2002.  We have made an innovative structure of material in our 
fences and barriers which, have less weight and give result to customized sized fences and high quality at the same time to every household, 
plus to governmental facilities. We have developed a system that provides multi-point adjustability. The width could be modified by cutting 
the elements, and the hinges’ size also adjustable. NORMA-DIY is durable by duplex protection, easy to install, adjustable and individually 
decorated metal fence prototype. In addition to the listed benefits, quality and durability have been maintained. This will ensure the product's 
uniqueness on the market. Product quality: The finished elements are made with excellent dimensional accuracy and suitable welding method. 
Corrosion protection is provided by hot-dip galvanizing, which protects the fence against rust.  Our NORMA DIY development is currently on 

 TRL6 based on our exis ng product por olio. Our main profiles in the last years:  •Complete construc on of gates, fences / from the plinth, 
  through the covering, to the automa on /  •Outdoor and indoor stairs, railings, spiral stairs made of wood or stainless steel  •Window grilles, 

ramps and canopies manufacturing  We also undertake the complete construction of individual metal structures, halls, garages and agricultural 
storage facilities  The company offers a complex service. Our team is dedicated to the following tasks: design, hammering, manufacturing, 
corrosion protection, painting, equipment, automation.  The vision of the company is to deal with dynamic growth, efficient management, and 
strengthen the organisation. This will support industry, partners and employees, and leads to operating efficiently in terms of technical 
conditions, product quality, and human resources. Continuous growth is the key to our success, which is also proven by the steady increase in 
sales until 2019. The average growth rate of sales 25% / Last year's growth was 46% /  Through the developments, the company has achieved 
continuous development and up-scaling results, but in many cases, it is not enough to have its own resources, so we have rationally turned to 
the use of tender opportunities. The application has resulted in the company's technological development, the development and later 
upgrading of its corporate governance system, and the expansion of its site to create larger warehouses and production areas. 

Our aim is to enter the European market with a new production 
technology. There is no other company which products such as 
customized sized, mass-produced fences in Europe. This 
innovative method is our idea, and with this technology the 
fences and gates are products installed much easier and 
quicker. We would like to manufacture adjustable fences based 
on a pre-made template with serial production. For corrosion 
protected / hot galvanized / and painted elements, we provide 
the right installation kit. We have changed and developed the 
fastening technology. The set makes the possibility to install 
the fence easily at home. 

We are looking for construction companies and DIY 
department stores in Moldova. Anasztázia BORONKAY Manager CEO I agree

32 RCare Kft www.rcare.hu Healthcare and biotechnology Design and manufacture of mounting devices for medical eqipment No Medical Device distributors John GOUGH Managing Director I agree

33 Rex-San Kft www.rexsan.hu Healthcare and biotechnology

Medical device manufacturer founded in 1991. Hungarian family owned business with 30 employees, producing and distributing mostly  
rehabilitation and hospital equipment. We produce various hospital and home care beds, metal walking aids, protheses, ortheses, orthopedic 
shoes and insoles. We could produce custom size products and children size as well. We also offer powered mobility, wheelchairs and scooters 
alike.

We would like to supply local hospitals and medical device 
shops with hungarian made care beds and rehabilitation 
devices

Private or public hospitals Nursing homes Healthcare suppliers 
Medical device distributors Peter HIDASI Managing Director I agree

34 Szaloki Gold Kft. https://szalokigold.hu/ Other Our company since 2008 handle security and since 2018 waste management. Informal exchange of ideas for waste management. Market expansion. Getting to know Moldovan companies.-waste management -waste strategy -shipment of waste Gábor SZALÓKI owner - firm manager I agree

35 Szűcs Fuvar Team Kft www.szucsfuvar.hu Construction and engineering

Our renewable and developing machinery and expertise provide stability and market competitiveness, and our site also provides a state-of-the-
art repair and maintenance base. With continuous improvements, there is no professional challenge today that we cannot solve.  Our main 
profile is transportation, machine excavation, industrial scale demolition, landscaping, basic excavation, but we also provide building material 
delivery and container ordering.  Our company also deals with concrete, brick, asphalt grinding, we sell qualified - classified materials on our 
site and also on site delivery. We have extensive construction relationships and affiliate backgrounds, from family houses to industrial facilities, 
to undertake civil engineering. Market expansion Roadworks Mining Excavation projects Industrial waste Gabor SZUCS Jr. CEO I agree

36 Tranzit-Food Kft.
www.tranzitker.hu      
www.goldenfood.de Agricultural and food industry

Goldenfood. "Best of Goods Duck or Goose".  Goldenfood. The meat Goose and the Duck expert  With 30 years of experience, we offer our 
premium meat Goose / Duck and Chicken products from full vertical integration. The meat Goose (Golden Goose), which has its own genetic 
line, and the Cherry Walley Duck parent stock provides an adequate basis for high-quality Goldenfood brand. We produce GMO free products 
of duck and goose.   Our Company is the largest waterfowl hatchery with modern technology in Central-Eastern Europe, which efficiently 
provides the ducklings and goslings needs of our 32pcc own farms. We raise our meat Geese, Ducks and Chicken with good care.  Our feed mill 
has a key roll in feeding both the parent- and the slaughter stock with proper quality feed, so the quality of the meat for consumption is fully 
provided.   Prime raw material results in prime final product, so as a part of the process we operate our own processing plant, where we 
produce further-processed products in addition to the primary processing, we organise the delivery from our own coldstore.  Our company, 
which employs more than 1.500 people, gives a lot of attention to provide  continuous qualification for our well-prepared and trained staff, so 
the market needs can be satisfied more and more.  We place a great emphasis on animal welfare and environment, we believe that our 
activities contribute to keep the ecological balance.  Thereby, we have the right tools and systems from the parent stock to the consumer, we 
guarantee the full traceability.  Our company details: Tranzit-Food Kft. 4362 Nyírgelse, Debreceni út 1. Plant numbers: HU-332, HU-227  

We would start the export to Moldova regarding the waterflow 
items. Importers, Retailers, Levente KOSSUTH Commercial Director Miklós SZABÓ Founder I agree

37 Tungsram Operations Kft. www.tungsram.com Light industry

Tungsram, an iconic name has returned to the global market as an innovative, premium European brand with the acquisition of GE Lighting's 
Europe, Middle East, Africa and Turkey general lighting business along with the global automotive operation. „Innovation is our heritage” – is 
the core belief of the new management, reinvigorating a 123 year old tradition of playing a leading role in manufacturing technology and 
service solutions.  Tungsram Group offers premium quality lighting solutions for indoor and outdoor applications, traditional lamps, 
automotive, as well as drivers & transformers. Tungsram is present in 22 countries with 23 subsidiaries and exporting  98% of its production, the 
company leverages sales into more than 100 global markets. Its highly-productive supply chain is centered around its 5 factories in Hungary 
working to the highest quality standards with its 4000+ employees and a network of 1600 suppliers and partners around the globe.  Tungsram 
Group invests into future-safe technologies and dynamically growing global markets, such as smart solutions, smart cities, indoor farming and 
healthcare, while still strengthening the lighting core of its business. For more information visit: www.tungsram.com At the moment limited presence through a distributor.

We are looking for outdoor lighting tenders and big 
construction projects Joerg Bauer President & CEO I agree

38 Unit Nemzetkozi Epito kft Www.unutnemzetkozi.com Environment and renewable energiesWaste water treatment, water cleaning, In the same sector In the same sector Mr Tamas Honti Business development director I agree

39 VIALTO Consulting http://www.vialto.hu/ ICT

Based on our experiences and valuable know-how in project management and institutional development during the EU pre- and post-
accession decade of the Eastern Enlargement (EU25, as well as geopolitical, cultural, social and economic similarities, VIALTO is mainly 
targeting Moldova, former Yugoslavia states, Albania, Moldova and Turkey. The Republic of Moldova in particular is one of the emerging 
markets where we can successfully apply our contacts and knowledge of Romanian language in offering our strategic international partners a 
range of services in in international project management. These are ranging from proposal preparation to the project monitoring, project 
facilitation, partnership and client management, project and financial management and even overall backstopping throughout the project.

We are currently pursuing several EU and WB financed project 
opportunities, having four of our Proposals under evaluation. 
We have build international multi-disciplinary consortia for 
various Consulting services for clients in the Public 
Administration and Private sphere in RM, including the 
Mobiasbanca-OTP bank. Partners in ICT and ID Consulting Daniel KAPUSY

Business 
Development Adviser Vialto 
Consulting Aron NEMES Managing Partrner Vialto I agree

40 WebGarden Kft.
www.webgarden.eu 
www.skydream.cam ICT

WEBGARDEN KFT.  Web design, IT solutions, corporate branding, application development – with more than 10 years experience.  WebGarden 
Limited has been in business from 2006 onwards. Since then it is outstandingly expanding on the international scale. It is headquartered in 
Budapest Hungary with international offices in Montenegro and recently in Morocco. Our company executes and realizes small and large-scale 
projects both locally and abroad; thus, successfully fulfilling the needs of our customers. So far, we have references from 28 countries, with 
both governmental and corporate customers.  Our international experience and presence are the driving source of our successful multi-cultural 
cooperation worldwide.  Our services are respectively various and range from Web design, It solutions, corporate branding, application 
development and video production.  More information about WebGarden: www.webgarden.eu   SKYDREAM  SkyDream is a service of 
WebGarden Limited. This service stands as an effective marketing tool for Hotels, Restaurants, Cafe shops, Casinos and all kinds of Touristic 
attractions.  SkyDream is a complex service aimed at sharing and promoting mesmerizing landscapes, sunsets and sunrises, desert, oceans, 
forests and all tantalizing parts that our beautiful earth cherishes with live video stream and daily time lapses.  SkyDream Team provides the 
hardware, server and marketing tools allowing you to share your potential clients.  With our solution, the live video stream and time lapse will 
be available on desktop computers, tablets and smart phones.

Yes, we would like to introduce SkyDreamCam to the region 
and discover the potential of having subsidiaries for labour or 
sales office.

Ministry of Tourism National Touristic Agency Hotels, Tour 
offices Endre KODOLÁNYI CEO I agree

I can participate on 
the event if there is a 
good flight 
connection and is 
possible to go and 
return in maximum 2 
days
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